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WW e s t e r n  e s t e r n  EE u r o p e a n  u r o p e a n  

TT r a v e lr a v e l   
Via Montalfoglio, 29 – 61047 S. Lorenzo in Campo (PU) Italy - +39/331/847-6221 

   AWAFLYFISH@aol.com 
 
 

Friday, September 7, 2018 

BENVENUTI BENVENUTI 
!!   

 
Welcome to Milan, Italy! 

Piazza Duomo, Galleria Vittorio Emanuele II,  Duomo - Milan, Italy 
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Hope it was a nice flight, and you are not too tired.  East bound travelling is always more fatiguing than  
west bound, especially for being usually at night. But now you have finally arrived in Italy, on 
vacation. 
 
Despite Italians being famous (infamous, I should write) for their slow-as-molasses bureaucracy, the 
procedure through customs at the Malpensa Airport (MXP) is usually a breeze. Arriving at 09:05 AM 
straight from Miami is a good thing, as you will find all services open, and if you are like me, that just 
can’t sleep on a plane, you’ll be a bit tired and confused by the 6 hours difference from Florida (as it 
would still be 3:05 AM for you).    
There are two easy ways to get to Milan: one is by taking the train (easy to follow directions), but I 
don’t like it much, as is quite frequently overcrowded (perhaps it wouldn’t be at around 10:30 AM), 
and it also travels through really ugly sections of Milan’s outskirts. 
 
My favorite choice is the shuttle called “navetta”, a bus dedicated to Airport passengers only 
Link:  http://ticketonline.malpensashuttle.it/_en/##  
Here is how to book it:   

 
This is the other link (better copy & paste, as it is quite long): 
 
https://www.airportbusexpress.it/Ricerca.aspx?from=GpSZlWv9pHY=&To=bi71kvQ
nwbw=&departure=l8OPklMvkQUjuITW/QGDTQ==&returnselected=RP0oP08I4xY
=&Return=U1/otfTb2IMslrEp6ue9ZA==&adult=C7MOYhlg3KM=&child=SFSmDhk8
mBw=&o70=SFSmDhk8mBw=&dtime=LO9BZeVbe5I=&rtime=d3F6wyR2S4g=  
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As you can see, I already did input for you the return date, on the 20th , figuring out you wouldn’t want 
to get to the Hotel near Malpensa any sooner 
than the time to take a shower and have dinner, 
as there isn’t much to be visited around there 
(especially without a car). 
 
Arriving at the Stazione Centrale (pictured here 
at left), all you have now to do is to take a taxi, 
to go to the Hotel dei Cavalieri (literally: the 
Knights Hotel), in Piazza Missori, 1 
  
From the train station you could actually take 
the underground, yellow line, and it would take 
only 15 minutes plus walking (it is only the 
fifth stop), without having to change trains, but 

going down and back up steep escalators with the luggage doesn’t look like something anyone would 
want to do after such a long flight. 
 
The Hotel I chose for you is only about 350 yards from Piazza Duomo, the hart of Milan’s Center. 
From the Hotel dei Cavalieri (Hotel of the Knights) one can easily walk to several of the City’s 
Historic District main attractions. The address is: Piazza Missori 1, 20123 Milan – Italy, tel. +39 / 88-
571  (from the US one has to dial 001 / 39 / 02 / 88571). 
 
The Hotel is even closer to the almost unknown Piazza Mercanti, just behind Piazza Duomo, which 
was in existence before the Duomo did. As a matter of facts, instead of the Duomo there was a green, 
grassy park. Below, the Duomo’s highest spire, with the little golden Madonna dominating Milan 
 
I must admit that, preparing these mini-maps of Milan, I came to miss this City, having leaved here 
from 1967 to 1978. OK, I probably also miss the fact that I was 17 years old when I went to Milan to 
live on my own (a rarity in Italy even now, imagine those days!), and I don’t think I’d like to live 
permanently there now, but it is a wonderful 
City, once you get to know it, and a neat place 
to visit and walk around. I lived in a small 
apartment “under the roof”, at Number 6 of via 
Vivaio, parallel to Viale Majno, and it was 
heaven. 
 
Many things have changed since them, of 
course but even after almost half a century, one 
thing I noticed is still the same: the spirit of the 
Milanese people, the entrepreneurship, the 
desire to make everything the best they can.   
 
Problem is there are fewer and fewer Milanese 

people! 
 
There are several residential areas with 
elegant streets where to take a stroll, and 
sometimes one has just to raise his head, to 
see the splendor of some buildings. 
 
Below left: Palazzo Borromeo, right: entrance 
of the Poldi Pezzoli private museum. 
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Here is what I suggest for you today: go take via 

Mazzini towards Duomo (as per map on the facing next page) left on Via Falcone, immediately right 
on Via Speronari, ‘til you get to Peck store (by all means, take a walk inside: you never saw a food 
store like this), turn right on Via Victor Hugo, don’t go to Cracco restaurant (J) go straight to Piazza 
Mercanti, where you’ll probably want to stay awhile. 
 
In order to savor the atmosphere, just imagine this place, being the active center of the City, around the 
year 1200, full of people trading all sort of products. This is quite a useful link to several places in 
Milan that one might want to visit: http://www.aviewoncities.com/milan/piazzamercanti.htm  
 
Then turn right, towards Piazza Duomo (can’t possibly miss it), walk either across the Piazza (the 
monument is of Victor Emanuel II, the king of Italy that got it reunited in 1861, then across, entering 
the Galleria (this is not marked on the map, but you’ll see it), walk the Galleria back & forth as you 
like it (on the other side there is Piazza Scala, with the monument to Leonardo da Vinci and his four 
“pupils” (more gossips on that later, promise J).  
 
Walk across Piazza Duomo, then under the “portici”(arcade), to reach La Rinascente, an upper scale 
department store (the first in Italy, and apparently was nominated “best department store in the world”, 
at the Global Department Store Summit in 2016 (wow!) 
Anyway, I am just mentioning it because, at the last floor (6th or 7th), there are a few neat restaurants. 
 
My favorite is Maio, but they all have something nice to offer. Aki is not Japanese, as it serves fresh 
mozzarella (the authentic one, made with water buffalo milk!), but there is a sushi bar too, a 
steakhouse… 
 
Maio also has the absolutely best view of them all: see at left, through the Duomo spires, those lit 
terraces… They open at 8 am for breakfast, then onto lunch, and dinner, closing at midnight.  Their 
phone number is 02/885-2455 – At lunch time this place can be crowded, and one has to wait in line, 
but by the time you check-in at the Hotel, refresh a bit and get ready for a walk, the crown will have 
left but, since I’m afraid your timetable now is still messed up, by all means you better ask the front 
desk to check Maio is still open before you go.  But if you are tired and hungry, at the Hotel’s bar they 
can make decent sandwiches (called “panini” in Italy). 
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Milan, the capital of Lombardy is the second largest city in Italy is. The city has a population of about 
1.3 million, while the population of the urban area is estimated to be 3.08 million. The Milan 
metropolitan area, by far the largest in Italy, is estimated to have a population of 7.4 million.   Milan is 
renowned as one of the world capitals of design and fashion.  The Lombard metropolis is famous for 
its fashion houses and shops (such as along via Montenapoleone) and the Galleria Vittorio Emanuele 
in the Piazza Duomo (the world's oldest shopping mall).  

 According to the Roman historian Livy, a Celtic village was first founded in this 
area in the 6th century BC. Then Gauls settled and defeated the Etruscans against 
Celts who were about to overrun the city. Conquered by 
Roman legions in 222 BC (in Italia BC, “before Christ”, 
is AC: “Avanti” Cristo), "Mediolanum" (this was the 
Roman name for Milan: it means “in the middle land – 
medio = in the middle – landa = land)) attempted to 
rebel, becoming an ally of Carthage (today’s Tunisia), 
Rome's enemy. But the Romans conquered it in 222 B.C. 

raising it to the status of colony and then a municipium.  
Only a few traces of the Roman period remain in the city. The Columns 
of San Lorenzo (located in Corso di Porta Romana), the ruins in Via 
Circo and under the Stock Exchange, and those in the Monastero 
Maggiore are, nevertheless, evidence of the fact that the public buildings 
were those of a large city.  

_______________________________________________________________________________ 
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With the subdivision of the Roman Empire, Milan became the capital of its Western part, in 286 AD. 
It was a very important center for the consolidation of the new Christian religion. Many Milanese 
churches (e.g. Sant'Ambrogio, Sant'Eustorgio and San Lorenzo) have Early Christian origins.   On 
the opposite page is a painting of St. Ambrogio (Ambrosius, in Latin) Bishop of Milan: 339-397 AD 
 
Following the Edict of Constantine, it became one of the most important Christian centers in Western 
Europe. One of the causes of the fall of the Roman Empire was the barbaric invasions from Northern 
Europe and Asia. Milan was sacked in 539 AD and its role of capital was lost. The capital of the 
dynamic Roman-Barbaric kingdom of the Longobards (569-774) - from whom Lombardy, the region 
surrounding Milan takes its name - was instead Pavia. 
 
Invaded and destroyed in 1162 by the armies led by Emperor Frederick Barbarossa, Milan redeemed 
itself in the Battle of Legnano, ousting the invaders.  A remarkable independence movement - called 
the Comuni - developed in many towns of 12th century Northern Italy. Milan had regained its 
economic predominance in the region, and played a major role in the Comuni movement. During this 
period the city was governed by democratic laws, and built the Palazzo della Ragione (Piazza 
Mercanti) as a seat for its political self-rule. 
The period of democratic government came to an end when power was seized by the old Milanese 
Visconti family, who were to be 'lords' of Milan from 1277 to 1447. The Viscontis gave the city a 
political and cultural supremacy which brought international renown, and it is under their rule that the 
construction of the Duomo and of the Castle began. 
 
After 1447 there were three brief years of republican rule. Then in 1450, Francesco Sforza, son-in-
law of the last Visconti duke and captain of the Milanese army, took over command of the city. The 
Sforza family's rule coincided with the Renaissance years in Italy and with one of Milan's moments 

of major artistic creativity. Among others, Donato 
Bramante and Leonardo da Vinci came to work for the 
city. 
 
It was during this period that the Duomo and the Castle 
were being built, along with the hospital which is today's 
the State University.   The period of the Sforzas, at the 
height of the Renaissance, coincided with a phase during 
which the arts flourished in the city, with Bramante and 
Leonardo da Vinci giving it important works, like "The 
Last Supper", in the church of Santa Maria delle Grazie..  
 
In the last years of Sforza rule, in the early 16th century, 
Northern Italy became one of the territories contested by 

the French and the Spanish monarchies. The Spanish prevailed, and the city was governed by them 
for nearly two centuries (1535-1706).  
 
This was not a time of development (as unfortunately never happened in any Country under Spanish 
rule). The city was oppressed by the scourge of the plague in 1630; but it was at least enlivened by 
the cultural initiatives of the Borromeo family, especially cardinals Carlo and Federico. The 
Biblioteca Ambrosiana was founded in this period, and seminaries and the palazzo of the Jesuit order 
(today's Brera) were built. 
 
The great European wars of the late 17th and early 18th centuries brought Milan under the 
domination of the Austrian Imperial dynasty of the Hapsburgs. The period when Maria Theresa held 
sway, during the second half of the 18th century, was characterized by a strong revival operated by 
lay forces in all sectors of society. The city experienced a recovery which encompassed its economy, 
the functioning of its public administration, arts and culture, education and scientific development. 
The Brera Academy was founded in this period and the Scala Opera theater, the Palazzo Reale, and 
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the Villa Reale were built, as well as many other private palazzi, in the neo-classical style which was 
to continue throughout. 
 
In the course of the wars that followed the French Revolution of 1789, Milan came under French 
control. At first it became capital of the Cisalpine Republic and, thereafter, of the so-called 'Regno 
Italico', which was governed by relatives of Napoleon and comprised nearly the whole of Northern 
Italy. This was a brief period characterized by great artistic and ideological zeal, which bequeathed 
the city with its first town-planning schemes, together with major public works such as the Arena. 
 
The Austrians returned to Milan after 
Napoleon's defeat in 1815, but they were no 
longer enlightened reformers. Their minister 
Metternich described Italy as 'a mere 
geographic expression' when, in fact, Milan 
had been introduced, during the Napoleonic 
era, to the ideas of Italy's national unification. 
In 1848 the city rebelled against the Austro-
Hungarians, and in 1859 it became part of the 
Savoy Kingdom, which was to become, in 
1861, the Kingdom of Italy.   
 
At right, Mussolini visit to the Duomo. 
Thought that a nice bird’s eye view would explain better where you are. 
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Saturday, September 8 – My suggestion for today would be a mix of walking the streets, window 
shopping, people watching, along with visiting the best Milan has to offer as far as art (including 
architectural art) and some fashion.  The plans could be to take the best walk to Poldi Pezzoli private 
museum, for a visit.   
After that, either a walk or a taxi to Brera section, lunch – PM: visit the Pinacoteca, then to the Sforza 
Castle, finally a stroll on via Dante, back to the Hotel. If the weather cooperates, it’d be wonderful. 
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Here’s the first segment of this hypothetical itinerary: walk to Peck store again, then Piazza Mercanti 
(if you didn’t do it yesterday), across the Galleria, through Piazza Scala (in front of Palazzo Marino, 
City Hall), then a side walk in via degli Omenoni to Piazza Belgioioso, finally to the Poldi Pezzoli 
Museum.  All of this walking shouldn’t take more than 30 to 40 minutes, going slowly. 

What these places are:  
Via Speronari crosses via Torino and 
becomes via Spadari.  
 
Via Speronari means that the guild of 
the “speroni” (spurs) makers was 
here, as well as the guild for the 
swords (spade) maker. Via Orefici not 
far, for the Goldsmiths. 
 
Via Spadari used to be a true food 
Mecca for the gourmand, with stores 
specialized and completely dedicated 
to the absolute best available, whether 
it was the “cheese” store (nothing but 
cheese, and the absolute best available 
of the about 400 variety of it), the 
pork meat store, yep, you wouldn’t 
believe it, but aside pork meat (baby 
pork, large ones, wild boar, sausages, 
salame, prosciutto, you name it, they 
had it; then, of course, the bread store. 
 
The poultry store, the produce one, 
and finally the fish store, or 
“pescheria”.   
 
Never told you, but I was once a 
fashion designer (I was cute too, but 
that is actually why my wife fell for 
me: had she known I would have 

turned into sort of a flyfishing cowboy, she would have run away as fast as a summer run steelhead of 
the Skeena River).  
 
Well, the reason I’m bringing this up is because, back in 1984, I was hired to design and prepare a 
collection (to be sold in the US) and I took residence at the Missori Residence Hotel (used to rent on a 
monthly basis), just around the corner from where you are staying. 
 
I set up the rented apartment as an “atelier” in the large livingroom and 2nd bedroom, and I was shopping 
these stores for the food I was cooking, getting every day the best and freshest ingredients. I stopped 
designing fashion (much to my wife’s chagrin: she still insists I shouldn’t have given up), but cooking is 
still quite a passion. 
 
Except for the fish market, these stores are all gone now, or better yet, they are all under one roof, as 
they all got purchased and reunited under Peck food store, per se already an icon in Milan since 1883, it 
is now the quintessential gourmand store, where one starts drooling from the very moment he walks in, 
to see the wine cellar downstairs, or to be served wine by the glass (from Prosecco to Barbaresco and 
Barolo) upstairs, along with some food delicacy previously chosen and set aside for you.  
 
The waiter will go downstairs and take it up for you and serve it. A bit pricey. Actually, VERY pricey.    
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From Peck, after you inevitably made mental note of what you’re going to have later (don’t forget 
they also have a fantastic gelato, really top class, but: 11 euro for three little scoops IS pricey and 7.5 

euro for a glass of Prosecco…), you make a left on via 
Orefici, to reach Piazza Cordusio, just because it has neat 
buildings, and because from there if you walk a bit into via 
Dante, you can get a glimpse of the Sforzesco Castle in the 
background (photo at left), to be visited later. 
  
You come back towards Piazza Duomo, but instead of via 
Orefici you take Via Dante and then via Mercanti, and 
arrive in front of the Palazzo dei Giureconsulti (the 
building where people of the Law would meet), photo 
below, as you’ll see it walking the right side of the street. 
 
This building now 
has Milan’s Chamber 
of Commerce offices. 
 
The central tower is 
known as the Torre 
del Comune and was 
built here in 1272 by 

Napo Torriani, who ruled over Milan until he was defeated by 
Ottone Visconti in 1277.  
 
This event heralded an era of rule by the Visconti over Milan, 
which would last about 200 years, until the mid 15th century.   
 
In the background you’ll recognize the Duomo of Milan, but 
don’t rush to it… as you want first take a look at the right, 
opposite to this building (Torre del Comune) and through the 
archway, there is Piazza Mercanti. 
 
I love Piazza Mercanti, more than Piazza Duomo, as it is better 
looking, more interesting from every aspect. Not surprisingly, 
Piazza Mercanti had its origin in 1233, when the Palazzo della Ragione was built (to hold the 
tribunal), while the Duomo construction started in 1386. 
 

As I said, the Piazza Mercanti was Milan’s 
financial center during the Middle Ages, being 
a place where tradesmen, craftsmen and 
shopkeepers gathered. The main city trades 
gave name to the six gates as well as nearby 
streets surrounding the district: Armorari 
(armors makers), Spadari (sword makers), 
Cappellari (hatters), and Orefici (goldsmiths).  
 
This square also housed the city’s judicial 
proceedings and held the seat of civil and 
criminal cases.  
 
A public well, which had been removed in 
1583, was put back in the centre of the square 

in 1921 (above, photo of the archway and the well). 
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During medieval times the city hall, law court and even a prison were located at this square. Weddings 
were announced here as well. Due to its importance and central location the square was always buzzing 
with activity. And a market made the square even more crowded. 

 
Today it is not as hectic anymore though the intimate 
“pedestrianized” square does seem to throw you back 
to the Middle Ages thanks to its historic architecture. 
 
The large building at the center of Piazza Mercanti is 
the Palazzo della Ragione, in this picture taken from 
via dei Mercanti, which was built between 1228 and 
1233.  

 
It was constructed on order of Milan's 
magistrate, Oldrado da Tresseno, who is 
depicted on a horse in a relief at the exterior of 
the Palazzo (photo at right).  
 
The relief was possibly created by Benedetto 
Antelami, one of the era's most renowned 
sculptors. 
 
The first floor of the Palazzo della Ragione was home to the city's law courts until the 18th century and 
the open arcade below was the site of a daily market. The top floor was added in 1773 as a storage 
archive.  
 
Arguably the most intriguing building at the Piazza Mercanti is the Loggia degli Osii, pictured here 
below, commissioned in 1316 by Matteo Visconti, who at the time ruled over Milan.     

 
The Visconti… you’ll frequently hear 
(read) about them in this booklet. 
 
The building was constructed as a loggia, 
with large open arcades and housed offices 
of notaries and judges.  
 
The building's façade is embellished with 
statues of saints and coat of arms, as 
pictured below. 

 
From its balcony officials announced weddings, edicts 
and sentences. 
 
Adjacent to the Loggia degli Osii is the Palazzo delle 
Scuole Palatine, an ornate baroque palace that was built 
here in 1645. The sculptures decorating the façade depict 
Saint Augustine and the Roman poet Ausonius. 
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At left, the “Scuole Palatine” building (Note: 
the original building dated way back, burned 
down, and it was replaced with this one in 
1645). 
 
To the right of the Scuole Palatine is the Casa 
dei Panigarola (photo below), a beautiful 
building with pointed arches in Gothic style, 
decorated with terra cotta ornaments.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The building was used as an office where official decrees 
were transcribed. 

 
Above, the inscription dated 1448 (by 

Tommaso Caponago, a 15th Century lawyer), on which people are admonished about the use of the 
courts, and the Judicial system, discouraging them, as “more often than not, the gains, if any, are not 
even worth the pain”, and it encourages resorting to the law only in extreme cases.    
 
A sign that should be posted everywhere in the world! 

OK, now one steps 
into Piazza Duomo, 
its pigeons, and all 
these guys (mostly 
Blacks: when I lived 
in Milan Blacks were 
a rarity!) peddling 
corn to feed them, or 
bracelets, for a couple 
of Euro, of course. 
 
Here, via dei 
Mercanti where you 
are from, is in the 

center/left of the picture, the Victor Emanuel II Monument to the left, and the entrance to the Galleria 
on the right of this picture.   
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I know, you are smack in the front of the Duomo, 
and I’m not even mentioning to visit the inside: well, 
it is (eventually) in the plans, but since you can do it 
any time you wish, I’d venture into the Duomo only 
if there isn’t a long line outside, and I’d get into the 
Galleria Vittorio Emanuele II instead, to the left of 
it, to continue this walking itinerary. 
 
Vittorio Emanuele II, by the way, to whom the 
Galleria is dedicated, is the same guy on the horse, 
which is the monument in front of the Duomo.  
 
The reason he is there is because he happen to be the 
first King of Italy, when the Savoia (his family, of 
course) managed to finally reunite Italy in 1861, 
after the Country had been divided into a County 
here, a Duchy there, the Church and the Pope 
territories, and also partially conquered by other 
powers, such as Spain, France, Austria… I think it is 
because they had bad mattresses then, why they 
constantly fought wars (get up every day cranky…) 
 
For about 1600 years (basically, since the Western 
Roman Empire fell apart, officially in 476 (in 475AD, Rome was sacked by barbarians), but to my 
account since 406 AD, when the Germanic hordes successfully crossed the Rhine and came 
conquering). 
 
As recently as 2015 there were a bunch of workers restoring the floors (this is a constant problem with 
Italy: it has so much antiques that something is always in need of repair and restoring…), so now you 
can enjoy a beautiful floor. 

Here, at left, one of the beautiful mosaic 
medallions on the floor. This one particularly 
depicts the bull, symbol of the City of Turin, 
then Capital of Italy, before the Savoias 
brought the Capital to Rome. 

Proceeding straight through the Galleria (its north exit, 
the one with Prada store at the corner, leads to Piazza 
Cordusio), you will arrive in Piazza della Scala, where 
on the left you’ll see the La Scala theater (pictured at 
right, illuminated). 
 
In the center a monument to Leonardo da Vinci and his four “pupils” including Gian Giacomo 
Caprotti… (of course, you do know that Leonardo was gay J), all pictured here with evening lights. 
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To the right you have Palazzo Marino, now Milan’s City Hall.  Walk in front of Palazzo Marino, then 
make a right, and a right again (doesn’t seem to be a street, but trust me on that: there is one, and takes 

you to lovely Piazza San Fedele), but before you 
do this, if you take a few steps into Via Omenoni, 
you arrive at a peculiar house (picture at left), 
called Casa degli Omenoni”. 
 
In that house lived Leone Leoni, a famed 
sculptor, who designed the house (although the 
“Omenoni” statues are not his, but of a certain 
Abbondio). 
 
Mr. Leoni’s talent made him have commissions 
from the time’s wealthy and powerful, including 
the Pope.  
 
He got in some sort of trouble, though, while in 

Rome, and went to prison there. Once out, he came to Milan, working for the Courts of France first 
and then Spain.   
 
If you’re interested in his work, you can see it inside the Duomo 
(sculpture at right), and learn a bit more about him.   
And now the visit inside the Duomo suddenly becomes more 
interesting.  Now I feel a bit like Paul Harvey, with his “the 
wwwwest of the story” J 

 
Coming back from via 
degli Omenoni, walking 
through this narrow 
passage you arrive in 
Piazza San Fedele, with 
yet another Church (San 
Fedele, of course), as if 
Italians didn’t have 
enough places to 
worship. 
 
The monument in front 
of the Church is to 
Alessandro Manzoni, one of Italy’s most beloved writers 
(I happen to like his writing too, especially his talent in 
giving personality to his characters, as Shakespeare did, as 
well as his ability to describe scenarios and ambiances, a 
very talented choreographer (Shakespeare wasn’t as good 
at it, though a screenplay writer too). 
 
When you arrived yesterday, and took this itinerary, from 

Piazza San Fedele you could just go back towards Piazza Duomo and from there go to Maio 
restaurant in La Rinascente… today you’ll proceed to the Poldi Pezzoli museum, but still a bit of info 
regarding the Duomo, etc.:  
About the Duomo: its works started in 1386, by the will of Gian Galeazzo Visconti (who wanted to 
always keep good relations with the Papacy, and as much as possible with the Emperor at the same 
time), took about 6 centuries to be finished, requiring several architects, among them also Leonardo 
(da Vinci, that is). 
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Pictured here, the first stone laid down for the Duomo 
construction, with the date in scripted: “the beginning of the 
Duomo of Milan, in the year 1386” 
  
The Galleria Vittorio Emanuele II, built toward the end of the 
1800s, is an architectural marvel. “La Rinascente”, the first 
upscale department store in Milan, started in 1865 (by the 
same Ferdinando Bocconi who also opened the famous 
private University, in 1902. 
 
Back on Via Manzoni, in the middle of this  elegant large 
street that leads to Piazza Scala, there is the “Palazzo Poldi 
Pezzoli”, hosting a private museum. 

The Poldi Pezzoli Museum, aside from a rare Tabriz Persian 
rug, called “the hunt rug”, believed to be woven in 1154, one of 
the two most famous oriental rugs in the world (the other being 
the “Ardebil” rug, on display at the Albert & Victoria Museum 
in London), there is a whole art collection on display, starting 
with the building itself.   
 
Gian Giacomo Poldi Pezzoli was born in Milan in 1822, the 
second-born son of Giuseppe Poldi Pezzoli and Marquesa Rosa 
Trivulzio.   
 
Giuseppe Poldi Pezzoli (1768 - 1833) inherited in 1818 a 
considerable patrimony from his uncle Giuseppe Pezzoli, who 
was in charge of tax collecting for the Austrian government.  
The inheritance included one of the most beautiful palaces in 
the center of Milan, where the museum is now housed, with its 
wonderful garden decorated with statues and fountains.   
 
In 1819 Giuseppe Poldi 

Pezzoli married Rosina Trivulzio. The Trivulzio family, beginning 
in the Eighteenth century, had accumulated one of the most 
splendid art collections in Milan.  Rosina was the daughter of 
Prince Gian Giacomo Trivulzio (1774 - 1831), who had been an 
important intellectual in the context of Milanese Neoclassical 
culture. 

Among the many artists 
represented (Botticelli, 
Mantegna, Piero della 
Francesca…) my preferred 
piece is the “portrait of a 
woman” of Pollaiolo. 
 
Here they are, from top left 
to bottom right: Botticelli, 
Christ mourned, painted between 1493 and 1500. 
 
Mantegna’s Virgin and Child, 1490 and 1500, then Pollaiolo, 
portrait of a young woman, dated 1472 – This last has also been 
attributed to Piero della Francesca… and someone still consider 
it the work of a brother of Pollaiolo. My take: Piero della 
Francesca never gave an expression to faces… they all look like 
steamed fish! 
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In fact, personally, I’d agree to the second theory, as I don’t see much of Pollaiolo style here (never 
too delicate, as a matter of fact, the opposite), and Piero della Francesca’s almost always “dopey” 
eyes (even the eyes of friar San Nicola, here at the Poldi Pezzoli, next to the Mantegna, one of the 
absolute most “sober” images he ever painted, are somehow “dopey”: go check it out!J). 

 
Here below, the golden room, with the above 
paintings and a magnificent view of the gardens 
outside.  I have fond memories: 1984 winter in 
Milan, came here trying to impress my American 
girlfriend, when it started to snow, and the view, 
out of the same window here in the picture, of the 
trees getting covered with the white flakes was very 
romantic. We’re still married, by the way! J 
 
Guess it would be about time for lunch, or time to 
look for a place where to have lunch. 
 

Basically “downstairs” from the Poldi-Pezzoli there is an old Milanese establishment, opened in 1947, 
called Don Lisander (the name from Alessandro Manzoni, in dialect “Lisander”, as he was 
affectionally called).    
 
It has a varied menu, but mostly famous for its traditional “Milanese” dishes: Costoletta alla Milanese” 
, which is the Italian (and better) version of the Wiener Snitzel, “Ossobuco con Risotto allo zafferano” 
(veal shank rings,rice with yellow saffron), and also “vitel-tonnee’ “, a cold dish of veal cutlets buried 
in a creamy cold sauce made with tuna, capers, mayonnaise and a few slices of baby-cucumbers (it 

actually is a Piedmontese 
recipe, but long ago adopted by 
Milanese folks…). 
 
People shouldn’t stray from 
“basic” traditional recipes here, 
so I heard. The problem with 
this restaurant is that is quite 
busy, despite not being cheap.  
 
Another classical restaurant 
choice could be Nabucco, in 
Via Fiori Chiari 10 (tel. 
02/860-663, quite close to the 
Pinacoteca di Brera, which can 
be reached by foot in about 10 
to 15 minutes (650 meters = 
670 yards dotted itinerary). 
 
Nabucco (the name from the 
highly successful Opera 
Nabucco by Giuseppe Verdi, 
debuted at La Scala theater in 
1892) too is a bit expensive, 

with 20 euro average per appetizer, similarly for entrees… 3 euro each cover charge.. although, 
excellent quality and super fresh seafood.  Next, in Via iori Chiari 8, Osteria di Brera (02/8909-6628), 
sort of copies Nabucco’s menu (here too very fresh seafood, apparently a bit less expensive.  
I heard that one can purchase a set order from the menu through ‘Groupon”, at substantial discount, 
but I never used that “system”, so I wouldn’t know. Then again, in Brera there are countless eateries… 
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In any case, I’m sure we’ll find something to light to eat, then visiting the Pinacoteca, if nothing else 
for some of the astonishing works of art in it. 
 
At right, Nabucco’s salad with ricotta 
stuffed zucchini flowers. 
 
Whenever you feel like you had enough, 
you just walk another 15 minutes, and 
get to the Castello Sforzesco (Sforza 
Castle), as per map below. 
 
The old little fortress called 'di Porta 
Giovia' was built in the period from 1360 
to 1370 along Milan's medieval walls, of 
which it includes the gate with the same name. Galeazzo II Visconti decided to have this fortress built 
basically as a defense. Then, his successors Gian Galeazzo and Filippo Maria went on with the 
building. In particular, the latter made the fortress his residence and arranged the great park in the 
northern area. The Visconti Castle had a square plan (180x180 meters). A tower was built in each 
corner. 

 
Free admission, except for castle museums, among which I find interesting the middle age weapons, 

and also Michelangelo last work, the 
unfinished Pieta’ (called Pieta’ Rondanini, 
since it was purchased in 1744 by Marquis 
Rondanini, who later gave it to the City of 
Milan). 
 
The directions to follows are: South on via 
Brera towards Piazzetta di Brera, 150 
meters, then right onto Via del Carmine for 
190 meters, right around the Church of 
Santa Maria del Carmine, left onto Via 
Landolfo, then right on via Giuseppe Sacchi 
and 15 yards later left onto Foro 
Buonaparte, 35 yards later right and then 
left on Via Quintino Sella, and now the 
castle is in full view. 
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Many consider this Michelangelo Buonarroti “Pieta` 
Rondanini” more artistic than the larger (and more 
famous) “Pieta`” in Rome. 
 
At the castle, one ceiling has been painted by Leonardo 
himself, but I don’t find it particularly attractive. OK, it is 
nice, but so what, I mean…you’ll see by yourselves. 
 
Now, how about some good, old fashioned gossip? Well, 
it is regarding real facts, and about arts and history, but 
still gossip it is! J  -   
 
I’m not sure if you already know that Michelangelo and 
Leonardo were rivals, and couldn’t stand each other…   If 
you do, skip these lines, but if you don’t know, by all 
means read it, for I think it is quite interesting. 
 
To begin with, Michelangelo regarded sculpture as the 
most technically challenging and intellectual artistic 
practice whereas Leonardo is said to have mentioned that 
sculptors were akin to bakers, being dirty and covered in 
dust. There are reported as trading insults between each other too… 

These men came from very different 
backgrounds and had massive egos. 
Michelangelo was relatively high born 
whereas Leonardo was... well, a bastard.  
Michelangelo liked sculpture and was 
dedicated to his work whereas Leonardo 
was a polymath who flipped from topic 
to topic - getting bored after the 
planning stages, and considered 
painting (or art itself, for that matter), as 
a trade, while Michelangelo saw it as a 
life mission. Leonardo was gifted, as 
Mozart; Michelangelo had the deep 
passion, like Beethoven. 
 
Both were definitely homosexual, 

although Michelangelo was very serious and appears to have found it difficult to balance his 
attraction to other men with his great piety whereas Leonardo looks to have enjoyed parading around 
in glorious clothes and jewellery with his young apprentices in tow. Additionally he liked a good 
laugh and enjoyed playing practical jokes. 
 
“In the early days of the sixteenth century, when Florence was the epicenter of the political, cultural 
and artistic spheres of Italy, there resided within its walls two prominent men of arts. One was 
Leonardo da Vinci, a self assured and highly honored artist, still straight-backed and strong although 
he was in his fifties. The other was Michelangelo Buonarroti, a taciturn, unpredictable minor 
nobleman, just beginning his artistic career, yet already recognized as a rising star and a prodigy. 
 
In a closely-knit community as Florence, the two artists had crossed paths a number of times before, 
and had developed a strong dislike of each other that would rapidly become legend. There are many 
anecdotes describing their encounters, the cutting remarks said in each other’s presence, the snide 
comments tossed off at each other’s backs. They were two lions competing for space in the confines 
of the city, and all who knew them took note and waited for the outbursts.  
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A few men did more than wait, eager to take advantage of the rivalry. Piero Soderini, the recently 
elected Gonfaloniere, was one of them.  In 1503, Soderini commissioned both artists to work, side by 
side, on the walls of the newly built Council Hall, with instructions to create two masterpieces 
depicting victories the Florentine Republic had achieved over its rivals. Leonardo was to paint the 
Battle of Anghiari (pictured prior page), immortalizing the war with Milan; Michelangelo was to 
paint the Battle of Cascina, commemorating an episode in the war against neighboring Pisa. 
 
(historical side note: the Battle 
of Anghiari of 1440, between the 
Visconti armies of Milan and 
Florence, per se, didn’t really 
happen. It was a joke, as all 
physically involved were paid 
soldiers who didn’t want to get 
hurt, and decided the outcome 
out of the battlefield (perhaps 
gambling it?), as Niccolo’ 
Macchiavelli pointed out 
ironically that twenty or twenty 
four hours of skirmishing only 
produced one death, and that 
when a soldier fell off his horse. None the less, historically the outcome of the battle was very 
important as it kept central Italy in the hands of the Florentines and, indeed, Machiavelli commented 
much more seriously on this aspect).   Here, Michelangelo’s drawing for the battle of Cascina –  
 

Moreover: in April 1508, Michelangelo was summoned back to Rome by Julius II, but he was still not 
able to start on the papal tomb. In fact Julius II had a new job for him: painting twelve figures of 
apostles and some decorations on the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel.  
 
Buonarroti, who had always regarded himself as a sculptor (for Michelangelo, the job of the sculptor 
was to free the forms that were already inside the stone. He believed that every stone had a sculpture 
within it, and that the work of sculpting was simply a matter of chipping away all that was not a part 
of the statue), would now have to perfect the art of fresco.  
 
It seems that the pope had been advised to make this move by Bramante and other artists working at 
his court, who did not take kindly to Michelangelo's presence: "And this thing they did with malice, to 
distract the pope from matters of sculpture; and since they were sure that he, either by not accepting 

this undertaking, would turn the pope 
against him, or by accepting it would do 
much less creditable work than Raphael of 
Urbino, to whom, out of hatred for 
Michelangelo, they gave every support."  
 
At first, Buonarroti tried to turn down the 
commission, but in vain. And then, during 
the realization of the work, that 
mysterious liking that the artist and the 
pope had for one another, in the end it 
yielded its fruit. Julius II let himself be 

swayed by Michelangelo's creative frenzy, and both were carried away by their enthusiasm over more 
and more ambitious plans. So, Michelangelo was given carte blanche: by October 31st, 1512, he had 
painted over 300 figures on the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel.  Michelangelo was also a very talented 
architect, as Leonardo was a genius engineer”   End of the lengthy gossip J.  Above, interior os Santa 
Maria del Carmine Church, where you’d be passing by. 
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Here you are now, facing another 
1300 meters (0.8 mile) walk back 
to the Hotel. 
 
It would actually be even less, if 
it wasn’t for the fact that I added 
an extra few steps after Via 
Dante, to go through the car-less 
via Mercanti (which turns into 
Piazza Mercanti), rather than 
continue on Via Orefici. 
 
Once in Piazza Duomo, by now 
you already know what to do to 
get “home”. 
 
Via Dante per se is already a very 
pleasant stroll, with one side (the 
SW one) lined up with fancy bars 
that show their offerings in 
pictures (obviously to a mostly 
tourist clientele). 
 
These would be the classic 
“tourist traps”, if it wasn’t for the 
fact that they need to compete 
with each other, I guess, so that 
the quality of their product cannot 
be low. And they do look quite 
attractive too!  Never had there a full meal, but aperitifs (my usual Campari Spritz), and the munchies 
they brought at the table were acceptable.  Hey, after a long day walking the streets and the museum’s 
aisles, one of those humongous and colorful ice cream with fruits would be begging to be taken to the 
table, pronto!  Never had ice cream for dinner, though J 
 
Sunday, Septembre 9 - Before going to the train station (Stazione Centrale), you might have time to 
stroll some more around Milan: try getting behind the Duomo, onto Corso Vittorio Emanuele, from 
there make a left at San Babila square, and left again into Via Montenapoleone, all the way ‘til Via 
Manzoni again, left, and you’ll be back at Piazza Scala and the Galleria, after seeing the most 
expensive fashion district of the city. 
 
While in Via Montenapoleone, you might want to stop for a cappuccino at the posh Patisserie Cova 
(you’ll find it on the right, shortly after entering via Montenapoleone), established in 1817 -  
http://www.pasticceriacova.com/en - Inside is like a “bombonniere”, almost like the “Café Florian” in 
Venice (which was established there in 1720 - https://www.caffeflorian.com/en/), included its link 
since later on the you will go to Venice, and I don’t want to forget about it. 
 
Last time I was there (at Cova), I saw this gorgeous, well dressed woman, having a tea with what 
appeared to be her personal maid, dressed in Arabic ropes, and surrounded by a bunch of bodyguards 
(that is what they appeared to be, judging by the sunglasses and their behavior).   
 
The best direct trains to come my way leave Milan’s Stazione Cantrale either at 11:35 AM, arriving in 
Pesaro at 14:53, thus arriving here (Villa fiori) at about 4:15/4:30 PM, or the one (that I’d suggest, so 
you can visit Cova J) leaving at 12:35 arriving in Pesaro at 15:53, thus here at about 5/5:15 pm, 
which is a good time for an aperitif. Do you like “Campari spritz?” J  
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We agreed on you having the train ticket made from the Hotel, and the other transfers when you 
arrive in Pesaro. 

I once had a client that was obsessed by the need of 
constantly knowing where he was, geographically, and 
even if I am certainly not obsessed, I do too like it.  
Remember once flying back East from Los Angeles, I 
was stuck to the window, seeing the San Juan River 
below and even recognizing some of the pools I fished. 
 
So, there you go: above is the train itinerary, and here at 
left, the road we’ll travel to come home, specifically 
avoiding high traffic Freeways (toll ways), but also non 
paved, dusty roads. 
 

This here is the entrance to 
the small hamlet of 
Montalfoglio, population 17. 
 
Originally a hunting lodge 
for the Marquis “della 
Rovere”, it is mentioned in 
1290 for some taxes paid by 
the local priest. 
 
In 1392 becomes possession 
of the noble Montevecchio 
family, then returns to the 
Papal States in 1631, until it 
becomes part of the new 
Italian Kingdom, under the 
Savoia family, in 1861. 
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From Montalfoglio’s entrance, one would drive approximately 200 yards before arriving to Villa 
fiori.  While driving this narrow dirt road, one usually asks himself if it is a two way traffic.  Yes, it 
is, but driving slowly in this thickly wooded section helps prevent accidents.    

 
About 30 or 40 yards from 
Montalfoglio’s entrance, and after a 
narrow turn to the right, our property 
start, to the left and downhill, at the large 
oak tree on the left, just past these stone 
filled cages. 
 
The vegetation here is pretty thick, with 
Robinias, a type of Acacia, with great 
sweet smelling flowers in early Spring, 
that look like grape bunches, then Oaks, 
and other greenery I never bother finding 
the names, so you’ll have to drive about 
200 yards, maybe less, to be able to see 
the house, on the left, where it clears 
from all the bushes, and one finally sees 

the grass, the grapevines and the tall junipers, and the olive trees. 
 
The yellow flowered bushes 
are Scotch Broom: even 
though they grow wild in this 
area (we have plenty of them, 
as a matter of fact), we 
planted these ones along the 
road: as they grow, they will 
give us privacy. 
 
And there you have it, Villa 
fiori. The left portion has 
changed, to a rich yellow 
cornmeal color, instead of 
matching the field rocks, as 
we used them everywhere in 
the gardens, and of which the 
house itself (its older section) 
is built with. 
 
Instead of filling these pages 
with pictures of the interior, I will send you the website Naomi is still preparing with a friend.  
Meanwhile, hopefully today the weather will be gentleman, so that you two can truly enjoy the 
property, after a glass (or two) of Prosecco, if you like. 
 
I’d like to treat you with something 100% Italian for dinner, of course, probably veal ossobuco (I 
have my own recipe) and risotto with local saffron (homemade broth, of course).  But I’m not sure 
about fixing something you might not like, so, please, let me know ahead, and eventually I can 
always improvise, unless you specifically tell me you’d like “my” ossobuco J. 
 
As I believe in “zero miles” on the subject of food & wine pairing, I’d have ready a bottle of 
Gutturnio, from the Pavia province south of the Po River (closest thing to San Colombano wine, just 
much better), as we probably will have some “strolghino” too among the appetizers. 
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I am enclosing now some recent images: this 
at left is the mulberry tree almost in front of 
your French door (it is somehow to the right 
of it). 
 
Here you see the lily pond with redfish (and 
frogs) in it. 
 
Below right, the scenery from the lower 
gazebo (we have three of them, BBQ, upper 
& lower). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Top: the table we just finished, in front of your room 
At right: view while sitting at that table. 
 
Happy hour will be a smoked Sockeye salmon with 
avocado concoction (from Naomi) & Prosecco wine. 
 

 
At left, just outside the French doors (not the 
actual entry) of the totally independent 
guestroom (your room). 
 
Works are still being done as of now (a 
horizontal pole has been placed at waist level 
between the vertical poles… and the table is 
being coated with waterproof protection. 
 
There also are a few “sdraio” (deck chairs) 
here and there, if you fill like lazily watch the 
usually fantastic sunset. 
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We made a “nocino” here, made with our walnuts, that has been brewing now for the last three years, 
as an after dinner drink.  It usually doesn’t need to be brewing for that long (one year is fine), but I’m 
afraid we made it particularly strong, so that after the first year it didn’t pass the nose exam. Should 
not be ok, we have a fantastic Limoncello, but needs diluting, otherwise can be used as rocket’s fuel. 
 
Between the Prosecco, the dinner wines (because we must try at least two different things, don’t we), 
and the after dinner drink, I’m sure we’ll all have a good night sleep J 

 
Monday, September 10 – All day to do whatever you are in the mood for, including absolutely 
nothing (we’ve already had guests enjoying themselves by staying put, picking berries to add to their 
yogurt for breakfast…), simply roaming the property, but if you’d like to visit places, I’d suggest 
Urbino (about an hour drive from here), where the Palazzo Ducale itself is very interesting with 
outstanding woodworks in the Duke’s studio, and its Pinacoteca, that has a couple of Raffaello (the 
“muta”, below at right, which I consider superior to the Monna Lisa), and some Piero della Francesca 
paintings. 
 
On Mondays, the Duke’s palace is open only in the morning, 
until 1 PM (a two hours visit is usually enough), then, also very 
interesting, there is another place to visit, this one dated 1365, 
with the paintings dated 1416.  The ideal scenario, in order to 
visit both, is to stop for lunch and a town short visit. 
 
If one leaves Villa fiori by 9:00 AM, arrives in Urbino by 
10/10:15 max, at Piazza Mercatale, takes the elevator up, and 
walks the last few hundred feet, can start the visit by 10:30 AM, 
leaving by 12:30/1 PM 
 
After one hour something for lunch, walk town, then a neat and 
leisurely stroll to the other spot, arriving by 3PM, nice visit and 
leaving Urbino by 4 PM… 
 
On the way back to Villa fiori, if you feel like, there is a nice 
view at the Furlo Gorge, then perhaps a stopover for a drink (soda fountain, that is) to try Chinotto or 
Cedrata, two of the oldest Italian sodas, quite good), near the Abbey of Saint Vincent at Furlo, then 
onto Cagli, to see a 3rd century Roman bridge and the town of Pergola. 
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Tuesday, September 11 -  As you already know, the large Bluefin tuna schools normally tend to be 
near this area (between Ancona and Pesaro, that is), about now, or just a bit later, with mid September 
usually being a sure bet), so I was hoping we could go out for some exciting fly fishing action, but 

Capt. Diego told me that this year the 
“tuna run” appears to be a bit late. 
 
He sent me pictures of last year’s 
catch to this date, and they are indeed 
exciting.  

Hope we can make it, but I’m afraid to confirm what we all knew 

it as a possibility: you’re here too 
soon for the tuna, if you can’t stay a 
few days longer. 
 

 
The girl did make the cast, so I am told, and hooked the tuna, but didn’t finish the fight, as apparently 
her boyfriend had to intervene. 
 
If we can’t go out fishing, we could still go visit St. Ciriaco 
Cathedral in Ancona:  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ancona_Cathedral 
- a fantastic example of mixed Romanesque-Byzantine 
and Gothic architecture, quite interesting, especially the 
two Verona Marble lions (called stilofori), dated 1228, 
made by Lombard stonecutters, all coming from the same 
area, that were famous between the 12th and 13th Centuries. 
www.assomarmistilombardia.it/articoli/index.php?id=167  
By opening the above link, and reading towards the end, 
you’ll also find out why a particular Verona marble was used to pave Milan’s Galleria Vittorio 
Emanuele, near Piazza Duomo, that you just visited a few days ago. Hint: remember who is Milan’s 
Patron Saint…  
 
Then perhaps we could meet with Diego if he didn’t go saltwater fly fishing down south (about a 
couple of hours drive South of Ancona), for an aperitif, perhaps even back home to Villa fiori before 
dinner.  If you like true Italian style classic pastas carbonara, seafood… or even the Ligurian style 
ravioli, with fresh marjoram from our herbs and our walnut sauce, just let me know J. 
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Wednesday, September 12 – The best direct (non-stop) train to Venice, again from Pesaro, leaves at 
12:55, and it arrives directly at Venice’s Santa Lucia Station, as per map at left, at 4:05 PM. 

 
The Santa Lucia Train Station in Venice is at the very 
beginning of the “vaporetto lines” (steamer lines) that takes 
you anywhere you want to go in Venice.   
 
All sorts of boat, small and larger ones, have different routes 
and go basically anywhere, but, as a first time visitor, my 
suggestion, after you check-in at your Hotel,  is to get the 
longer boat route through Canal Grande (the most travelled, 
larger canal, and also most scenic), to San Zaccaria (Riva 
degli Schiavoni), which is just past Piazza San Marco. 
 
I believe the boats would be # 1, 2, and the N lines, but you 
better check it out.   
 
This way you exit at 
the very furthest point 
(of touristic interest, 
that is), and can slowly 
walk back towards the 

train station, visiting (zigzagging a bit too) Venice, starting 
with the “ponte dei sospiri” (bridge of the sighs) which you’ll 
find at your right as you walk Westerly towards Piazza San 
Marco. 

 
The enclosed bridge is made of white limestone and has 
windows with stone bars. It passes over the Rio di Palazzo and 
connects the New Prison (Prigioni Nuove) to the interrogation 
rooms in the Doge's Palace.  
 
The view from the Bridge of Sighs was the last view of Venice 
that these poor convicts saw before they were imprisoned. It 
comes from the suggestion that prisoners would sigh at their 
final view of beautiful Venice through the window before 
being taken down to their cells. In reality, the days of inquisitions and summary executions were over 
by the time the bridge was built and the cells under the palace roof were occupied mostly by small-
time criminals. 
 
A local legend says that lovers will be granted eternal love and bliss if they kiss on a gondola at 
sunset under the Bridge of Sighs as the bells of St Mark's Campanile (the steeple) toll. Yeah, right. 
 
Another local legend (still to be started, but so what) says that lovers will be bliss the same way… if 
they donate each ten bucks, no wait, make it 15, to Claudio Tagini, any time of day, 24/7, including 
weekends and holidays. If you help me spread this legend, I promise I’ll cut you a nice percentage, 
alright? J 
 
From the Riva degli Schiavoni, across the water (St. Mark channel), you will have a magnificent view 
of the Church of San Giorgio Maggiore, which construction started in 1566 by Andrea Palladio, 
(1508 –  1580), an architect who was influenced by Roman and Greek architecture, and is widely 
considered to be the most influential individual in the history of architecture. His teachings gained 
him wide recognition.  
The city of Vicenza and the Palladian Villas of the Veneto are UNESCO World Heritage Sites. 
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Should you get there (5 minutes ferry from San Marco boat station), you would notice the very 
interesting facade, obtained by intersecting two temples: a tall, classical porch with solemn columns, 
remarkably well superimposed on a low, broader base. The interior is also a classical Palladio style, 
of “sculpture-like” elegance. 
 
Here, a beautiful image 
of the San Giorgio 
Maggiore Church, as it 
is seen from San Marco, 
or from Riva degli 
Schiavoni  
 
Once in San Marco, 
despite the myriad 
tourists, you’ll wish to 
stay forever in Italy. It 
happens to everyone, 
most of the times. 
 
Of course you have a 
map of Venice, (bought 
at the train station) if not 
just buy one here, so that 
you can tour around knowing where you are going, even if getting lost in Venice wouldn’t be a bad 
idea after all. 

Thursday, September 13 - A visit inside the Saint 
Mark Cathedral (pictured at left) can be difficult if 
you don’t already have tickets, so I’d suggest you 
get them as soon as possible, perhaps with a guided 
tour (no waiting), then take a stroll and come back 
later, at a more convenient time. 
 
Saint Mark 
Cathedral, the 
most famous 
of the city's 
churches, is 
also one of the 
best known 
examples of 

Byzantine architecture.  
 
Adjacent and connected to the Doge's Palace, originally it was the 
chapel of the Doge, and has been the city's cathedral only since 
1807, when it became the seat of the archbishop of the Roman 
Catholic Church. 
 
Of course you want to take the walk around San Marco square, stop 
for a drink at Café` Florian (looks like a music box), or venturing a 
bit to the Western section (towards Harris Bar and the elegant 
boutiques there, and just plain walking around. Bring comfy shoes 
and, should you happen to be there when a “high water” alert is 
issued (normally not in summer), find some plastic boots, and then 
just venture about the city. 
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Venezia is basically a conglomerate of a group of 118 small 
islands separated by canals and linked by bridges.  Renowned 
for the beauty of its setting, its architecture and its artworks 
the city in its entirety is listed as a World Heritage Site, along 
with its lagoon.  Here, at right, high water submerges marble 
steps. 
 
In 2009, there were around 60,000 inhabitants in the historic 
city of Venice (Centro storico); 176,000 in Terraferma (the 
Mainland), mostly in the large suburbs of Mestre and 
Marghera, while 31,000 live on other islands in the lagoon. 
The name is derived from the people who inhabited the region 
by the 10th century BC.  
The city historically was the capital of the Venetian Republic. 
Venice has been known as “La Serenissima"(most serene), "Queen of the Adriatic", "City of Water", 
"City of Masks", "City of Bridges", "The Floating City", and "City of Canals". It has been described as 
"undoubtedly the most beautiful city built by man" and also as being one of Europe's most romantic 
cities.  

Left: floating vegetable store (I HAD to buy something). 
The Republic of Venice was a major maritime power during 
the Middle Ages and Renaissance, and a staging area for the 
Crusades and the Battle of Lepanto, as well as a very 
important center of commerce (especially silk, grain, and 
spices) and art in the 13th century up to the end of the 17th 
century. This made Venice a wealthy city throughout most of 
its history. It is also known for its several important artistic 
movements, especially the Renaissance period. 
 
While there are no historical records that deal directly with the 
founding of Venice, tradition and the available evidence have 
led several historians to agree that the original population of 
Venice consisted of refugees from Roman cities and from the 
undefended countryside, who were fleeing successive waves 
of Germanic and Hun invasions. Some sources reveal the 
existence of fishermen on the islands in the original marshy 
lagoons. They were referred to as "lagoon dwellers".  
 
The traditional founding is identified with the dedication of 
the first church, that of San Giacomo at the islet of Rialto 

(Rivo alto, "High Shore"), which is said to have been at the stroke 
of noon on 25 March 421 AD.  
 
The Roman/Byzantine territory was administered from the ancient 
port of Ravenna and overseen by a viceroy appointed by the 
Emperor in Constantinople, but Ravenna and Venice were 
connected only by sea routes and with the Venetian's isolated 
position came increasing autonomy.   At right: an elegant and 
unusual restaurant sign 
 
The traditional first doges of Venice, were actually Exarch (ruler) 
mandated from Ravenna: in 726 the soldiers and citizens of the 
Venetian Exarchate rose in a rebellion over the iconoclastic 
controversy at the urging of Pope Gregory II (who wanted to 
establish the Church power over these territories).  
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The Exarch was murdered and many officials put to flight in the chaos, but at about this time, the 
people of the lagoon elected their own leader for the first time, although the relationship of this ascent 
to the uprisings is not clear. Ursus would become the first of 117 "doges" (“doge” is the Venetian 
dialect development of the Latin dux ("leader"); the corresponding word in English is duke, in 
standard Italian duce.)  

In 751, the Lombard King Aistulf conquered most of the 
Exarchate of Ravenna, leaving Venice a lonely and 
increasingly autonomous outpost. 
 
Charlemagne (in the 800s) sought to subdue the city to his 
own rule. He ordered the Pope to expel the Venetians from 
the Pentapolis along the Adriatic coast, and Charlemagne's 
own son Pepin of Italy, king of the Lombards under the 
authority of his father, embarked on a siege of Venice itself.  
 
This, however, proved a costly failure. The siege lasted six 
months, with Pepin's army ravaged by the diseases of the 
local swamps and eventually forced to withdraw. A few 
months later, Pepin himself died, apparently as a result of a 
disease contracted there. 
 
In the aftermath, an agreement between Charlemagne and 
Nicephorus in 814 granted the city trading rights along the 
Adriatic coast. In 828, the new city's prestige was raised by 
the acquisition of the claimed relics of St. Mark the 

Evangelist from Alexandria, which were placed in the new basilica. Winged lions, which may be seen 
throughout Venice, are a symbol for St. Mark, the patriarchal seat was also moved to Rialto. As the 
community continued to develop and as Byzantine power waned, it led to the growth of more 
autonomy and eventual independence. 
 
The Republic of Venice seized a number 
of places on the eastern shores of the 
Adriatic before 1200, mostly for 
commercial reasons, because pirates 
based there were a menace to trade. The 
Doge already carried the titles of Duke of 
Dalmatia and Duke of Istria. Later 
mainland possessions, which extended 
across Lake Garda as far west as the 
Adda River, were known as the 
"Terraferma", and were acquired partly 
as a buffer against belligerent neighbors, 
partly to guarantee Alpine trade routes, 
and partly to ensure the supply of 
mainland wheat, on which the city 
depended. 
 
Noteworthy is that, by the standards of the time, Venice's stewardship of its mainland territories was 
relatively enlightened and the citizens of such towns as Bergamo, Brescia and Verona rallied to the 
defense of Venetian sovereignty when it was threatened by invaders.  
 
Venice became an imperial power following the Fourth Crusade, which, having veered off course 
culminated in 1204 by capturing and sacking Constantinople and establishing the Latin Empire. As a 
result of this conquest, considerable Byzantine plunder was brought back to Venice.  
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This plunder included the gilt bronze horses from the Hippodrome of Constantinople, which were 
originally placed above the entrance to St Mark's cathedral in Venice, although the originals have been 
replaced with replicas and are now stored within the basilica.  (all of this smells to me as terrible 
turncoat’s folks… and I don’t particularly like what happened in the IV crusade). 

 
By the late 13th century, Venice was the 
most prosperous city in all of Europe. At 
the peak of its power and wealth, it had 
36,000 sailors operating 3,300 ships, 
dominating Mediterranean commerce. 
During this time, Venice's leading families 
vied with each other to build the grandest 
palaces and support the work of the 
greatest and most talented artists. 
 
The Venetian governmental structure was 
similar in some ways to the republican 
system of ancient Rome, with an elected 
chief executive (the Doge), a senate-like 
assembly of nobles, and a mass of citizens 
with limited political power, who 

originally had the power to grant or withhold their approval of each newly elected Doge.  
 
Venice remained a republic throughout its independent period, and politics and the military were kept 
separate, except when on occasion the Doge personally headed the military. War was regarded as a 
continuation of commerce by other means (hence, the city's early production of large numbers of 
mercenaries for service elsewhere, and later its reliance on foreign mercenaries when the ruling class 
was preoccupied with commerce). 
 
Although the people of Venice generally remained orthodox 
Roman Catholics, the state of Venice was notable for its 
freedom from religious fanaticism and it enacted not a 
single execution for religious heresy during the Counter-
Reformation. This apparent lack of zeal contributed to 
Venice's frequent conflicts with the Papacy. 
 
Mostly interesting is that Venetian ambassadors were 
instructed to always and constantly send home still-extant 
secret reports of the politics, and even rumors, of European 
courts, providing fascinating information to modern 
historians (they had organized the first efficient spy 
system!). 
 
Also quite interesting the fact that, as the newly invented 
German printing press spread rapidly throughout Europe in 
the 15th century, Venice was quick to adopt it. By 1482, 
Venice was the printing capital of the world, and the leading 
printer was Aldus Manutius, who invented the concept of paperback books that could be carried in a 
saddlebag. His Aldine Editions included translations of nearly all the known Greek manuscripts of the 
era.  
 
Venice's long decline started in the 15th century, when it started losing wars (against the Ottomans); 
especially during the 30 year war with Sultan Mehmet II, which cost Venice much of its eastern 
Mediterranean possessions.  
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Next, Christopher Columbus discovered the New World, and Portugal found a sea route to India, 
destroying Venice's land route monopoly. France, England and Holland followed them. Venice's oared 
galleys were at a disadvantage when it came to traversing the great oceans, and therefore Venice was 
left behind in the race for colonies. 

The Black Death already devastated Venice in 
1348 but once again between 1575 and 1577.   
In three years the plague killed some 50,000 
people. In 1630, the plague killed a third of 
Venice's 150,000 citizens. 
 
Venice also began to lose its position as a 
center of international trade during the later 
part of the Renaissance as Portugal became 
Europe's principal intermediary in the trade 
with the East, striking at the very foundation of 
Venice's great wealth, while France and Spain 
fought for hegemony over Italy in the Italian 
Wars, thus marginalizing its political influence.   
 
However, the Venetian empire was still a major 

exporter of agricultural products and, until the mid-18th century, a significant manufacturing center. 
 
The Republic lost independence to Napoleon when he conquered it May 12, 1797. The French 
conqueror brought to an end the most fascinating century of its history: during the 18th century Venice 
became perhaps the most elegant and refined city in Europe, greatly influencing art, architecture and 
literature. 
 
Napoleon was seen as something of a 
liberator by the city's Jewish population; 
although it can be argued they had lived 
with fewer restrictions in Venice. He 
removed the gates of the Ghetto and 
ended the restrictions on when and where 
Jews could live and travel in the city. 
 
Venice became Austrian territory when 
Napoleon lost (Treaty of 12 October 
1797). The Austrians took control of the 
city but it was taken again by Napoleon 
in 1805, then, almost like a ping pong 
game, was returned to Austria following 
Napoleon's defeat in 1814, until in 1866, 
Venice, along with the rest of the Veneto, 
became part of the newly created 
Kingdom of Italy. 
 
Trivia: The buildings of Venice are constructed on closely spaced wooden piles. Most of these piles 
are still intact after centuries of submersion. The foundations rest on the piles, and buildings of brick 
or stone sit above these footings. The piles penetrate a softer layer of sand and mud until they reach a 
much harder layer of compressed clay. 
Submerged by water, in oxygen-poor conditions, wood does not decay as rapidly as on the surface. 
Most of these piles were made from trunks of alder trees, a wood noted for its water resistance. The 
alder came from the westernmost part of today's Slovenia (resulting in the barren land of the Kras 
region), in two regions of Croatia, (resulting in the barren slopes of Velebit) and south of Montenegro.  
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In St. Mark square alone, aside from the St. Mark’s Cathedral, the Palazzo Ducale (the Doge’s palace, 
that is) is absolutely to be visited. Here’s one description of it: “This grand Gothic palace was the 
Doge's official residence from the 9th century, and seat of the Venetian Republic's government (and 
prisons) for nearly seven centuries.  

The Doge's Apartments are on the 1st floor, 
but it's the lavishly decorated 2nd-floor 
chambers that are the real highlight. These 
culminate in the echoing Sala del Maggior 
Consiglio (Grand Council Hall), home to the 
Doge’s throne and a 22m-by-7m Paradise 
painting by Tintoretto’s son Domenico. 
 
At left, the Doge’s palace, to its right the 
bridge of sighs, and to the left St. Mark’s 
Square. 
 
Climb the Scala dei Censori (Stairs of the 

Censors) to the Doge’s Apartments on the first floor. The 18 roaring lions decorating the doge's Sala 
degli Stucchi are reminders that Venice's most powerful figurehead lived like a caged lion in his 
gilded suite, which he could not leave without permission.  
 
Still, consider the real estate: a terrace 
garden with private entry to the basilica, and 
a dozen salons with splendidly restored 
marble fireplaces carved by Tullio and 
Antonio Lombardo. The Sala del Scudo 
(Shield Room) is covered with world maps 
that reveal the extents of Venetian power c 
1483 and 1762. 
 
Ascend Sansovino’s 24-carat gilt stuccowork 
Scala d’Oro (Golden Staircase, pictured 
below) and emerge into second floor rooms 
covered with gorgeous propaganda.  

(overdone, sure, but not as tacky as some TV folks today’s act!) 
In the Palladio-designed Sala delle Quattro Porte (Hall of the Four 
Doors), ambassadors awaited ducal audiences under a lavish 
display of Venice's virtues, painted by Giovanni Cambi, Titian and 
Tiepolo. 
 
Few were granted an audience in the Palladio-designed Collegio 
(Council Room), where Veronese’s 1575–78 Virtues of the Republic 
ceiling shows Venice as a bewitching blonde waving her sceptre like 
a wand over Justice and Peace. Father-son team Jacopo and 
Domenico Tintoretto attempt similar flattery, showing Venice 
keeping company with Apollo, Mars and Mercury in their Triumph 
of Venice ceiling for the Sala del Senato (Senate Hall). 
 
Government cover-ups were never so appealing as in the Sala 
Consiglio dei Dieci (Trial Chambers of the Council of Ten), where 
Venice’s star chamber plotted under Veronese’s Juno Bestowing Her 
Gifts on Venice, a glowing goddess strewing gold ducats. Over the 
slot where anonymous treason accusations were slipped into the 

Sala della Bussola (Compass Room) is his St Mark in Glory ceiling. 
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The cavernous 1419 Sala del Maggior Consiglio 
(Grand Council Hall) provides the setting for 
Domenico Tintoretto's swirling Paradise, a work 
that’s more politically correct than pretty: heaven is 
crammed with 500 prominent Venetians, including 
several Tintoretto patrons.  
 
Veronese’s political posturing is more elegant in his 
oval Apotheosis of Venice ceiling, where gods marvel 
at Venice’s coronation by angels, with foreign 
dignitaries and Venetian blondes rubbernecking on 
the balcony below). 
 
Here, the slot where anonymous denunciations 
(denontie secrete) were inserted. 
 

Venice is not only museums and Churches, and just like Paris one can enjoy it immensely just by 
walking around its “calle” (that is the name of a street in Venice, pronounced “Kah-lleh”), possibly 
also out of the crowd. 
 
With a larger map than this 
below, and reading the 
street signs (plenty of them) 
you’ll easily get to the 
Rialto bridge (almost as 
famous as the Pontevecchio 
in Florence), which you 
already saw navigating 
under it with the boat from 
Santa Lucia train station 
(you see it top left).   
 
Cross the Rialto bridge (on 
the map as Ponte Rialto), 
and turn to the right, then 
look for the Erbe market 
(vegetables, etc.) and 
further on you’ll find the 
fish market. 

Everything here is brought in by boat, either 
from the countryside or from fishing villages. In 
a place so closely connected with the water, the 
brotherhoods of fishermen are, of course, among 
the first to form. The fishermen of Chioggia 
(perhaps the largest seafood supplier of the area, 
but certainly not the only one), founded the first 
craft guild as early as 792, and in 836 was the 
turn of Nicolotti, gathered around the Church of 
St. Nicholas of Mendicoli.  
 
The government practiced (and still do) a strict 
environmental policy for the conservation and 

protection of fish stoks, and gives voice to the experience acquired by fishermen, so much so that 
older attend meetings of the Council when it discusses issues relating to the lagoon.  
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In 1227 the Art is divided into “fishing” and “compravendipesce” (buy & sell fish). The fishermen 
returning from work with their typical lagoon boats like the “bragozzo” or “togna”, sail into the 
officially designated point of wholesale: the Pole of Rialto, where the “compravendipesce”make the 
estimate of catch for quality and price. 

The offer is whispered secretly “to 
rechia” (in the ear), and the sale to the 
public will be started.   
 
That “compravendifish” thing is a 
lucrative profession, and it is only 
granted to those who are 50 years older 
or more, and after having been a 
fisherman for at least 20 years. A law 
of 1433 also stipulates that they must 
originate from Venice and live there. 
 
 In the fish shops a special judge checks 
the quality, making sure that only fresh 
fish is sold, and also checks the 
minimum measurements for each fish 
species.  Old tricks like bloodying the 
fish’s gills, to make them look fresh, or 

garnish them with seaweed to make them appear as just caught (but to hide the fish bad quality), only 
gets severe penalties. 
 
On the map below, aside from highlighting the fish market, in the middle of the left, you see this 
“Ponte delle Tete”, which takes its name ("Bridge of the Tits") from the use of it  by prostitutes, who 
were literally encouraged by the government to stand topless there to entice and convert 
possible homosexuals (!) 
 
The Carampane di Rialto was one of the red-light districts of Venice in the fifteenth century, by 

official decree. Sex 
workers there would 
display their breasts from 
nearby balconies to 
attract clients.  
The goverment supported 
this heterosexual sex in 
order to help stem the 
tide of a growing wave of 
homosexuality, which 
had grown into a social 
problem.  
 
By 1509, one writer 
estimated that there were 
some 11,565 courtesans 

working in Venice. Nearby was the Traghetto Del Buso, where courtesans crossed the Grand Canal to 
another legal red light district, again per orders of the Serenissima. Taxes on prostitution in 1519 
helped finance excavation at the Arsenale. 
16th-century Venice was renowned for the number and quality of her courtesans, and the most famous 
of these was Veronica Franco, who is remembered not only for her profession but also for her poetry 
and letters. The movie Dangerous Beauty (based on Margaret Rosenthal’s book The Honest 
Courtesan) portrays her life story. 
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It could take months to visit all of Venice’s palazzos and Churches and Museums. Most people return 
to Venice at least a second time, to see what they would like to have seen the first time. In your case, 
aside from just strolling in the “calle” of Venice, you’d probably would also like visiting Ca’ 
Rezzonico, Ca’ d’Oro, Palazzo Barbaro (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Palazzi_Barbaro,_Venice ). 
 
To the right, the “Ponte dele tete”, in the old red light 
district, via San Cassiano and Rio Marle. 
 
Friday, September 14 – This evening you will be in 
Vicenza. There are several direct trains from Venice, 
departing almost every hour starting at 11:12 AM, then 
12:12.. all taking only 45 minutes, with the last one at 
6:12PM. 
 
Of course, there are quite a few other trains after the 
18:12, just not so convenient.  Taking the 18:12 train, 
you’d have plenty of time to go visit the islands near 
Venice, specifically Murano and, most of all, Burano. 
 
I have found that in Venice boats are almost always crowded, and I never visited this City in 

Summer, so... Be prepared for some rudeness, and folks 
that do not respect the right ways and directions.   I always 
stay close to the external parts of the boats, to take 
pictures, of course. You 
will notice how all 
tourists do (btw, at least 
80% of these boat 
passengers will be 
tourists). 
 
Of the Islands, Murano is 

perhaps the least interesting, if it wasn’t for the “famous” Murano 
glass manufacturers. I wrote it with emphasis because, most 
unfortunately, among many very talented artists and good workers, 
there is also a fair amount of crooks, which jack up prices to a 
ridiculous level, ready to discount “some” later, just for you.   And 
it might not be from Murano either! 
 
Never the less, it is believed that glassmaking in Murano originated in 8th-century, with significant 
Asian and Muslim influences, as Venice was a major trading port. Murano glass is similar to the 1st-
century BC Greek glasses found in the shipwreck of Antikythera.  
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Murano’s reputation as a center for glassmaking was born when the Venetian Republic, fearing fire 
and destruction of the city’s mostly wooden buildings, ordered glassmakers to move their foundries to 
Murano in 1291.  Murano's glassmakers were soon the island’s most prominent citizens. By the 14th 
century, glassmakers were allowed to wear swords, enjoyed immunity from prosecution by the 
Venetian state, and their daughters permitted to marry into Venice’s most affluent families.  
 
Marriage between glass master and the daughter of the nobleman wasn't regarded as misalliance. 
However glassmakers were not allowed to leave the Republic. Exportation of professional secret was 
punished by death. Many craftsmen took this risk and set up glass furnaces in surrounding cities and 
as far afield as England and the Netherlands. By the end of the 16th century, three thousand of 
Murano island's seven thousand inhabitants were involved in some way in the glassmaking industry.  
 
Glassmaking in Murano comes from a common thread in Venetian history - the status of the 
settlement as a bridge between west and east. Glassmaking was an art that had reached a height in the 
countries of the Middle East, particularly in Syria, Egypt and Palestine, and Venice, looking outwards 
to the sea as always, was fertile soil for the specialized skills of the trade.   

Some of the most 
important brands of 
glass in the world today 
are still produced in the 
historical glass factories 
on Murano, amongst 
whom Barovier & Toso, 
established in 1295, is 
considered one of the 
100 oldest companies in 
the world. 
 
Here I mapped the 
islands of Murano, 
Burano and Torcello, so 
that you have an idea of 
the logistics involved in 
traveling through this 
area.  The distances are 
minimal: Murano is 
only 1.5 km (0.9 mile) 
from Venice. To go to 
Burano, the prettiest, it 
takes about 45 minutes. 
 
As a matter of fact, you 

could also plan to go visit the much prettier Burano first, and then back to Murano & Venice. 
From Santa Lucia (at the train station) there are boats that leave every ten minutes, and your choices 
are:  A) Line # 1 and also N (nocturnal), get off at “Ca’ d’Oro”, walk 5 minutes to to “Fondamenta 
Nove” (new foundations), and go to the the embarking spot of line #12, which is the connection 
Venice-Burano.  B) Lines 4.2 and 5.2, get off at Fondamenta Nove  and walk to the line #12 (the 
other side of Dona’ bridge), and take the boat to Burano. 
 
C) Take Line # 3, which is a direct line for Murano, get off at “Murano Faro” and go to the line # 12 
(connection Murano-Burano) direction Burano, of courseJ. This last choice might be the best, 
especially if you want to stop in Murano on the way back. 
Hope you don’t get seasick…  within the Canal Grande there is hardly any wave, just a bit of rolling, 
but out in the Laguna the waves sometimes can be felt. 
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While Murano is famous for glasses, Burano is known for being pretty, with multicolored houses, and 
where lace was and still is an art.   

One of the most famous legends about Burano narrates that an 
ancient betrothed fisherman, while fishing outside the lagoon, in 
the east sea, held up to a siren who tried to entice him with her 
singing. So he received a gift from sirens' queen, enchanted by 
his faithfulness: the siren thumped the side of the boat by her tall, 
creating foam from which a wedding veil developed. 
 
This veil turned out quite useful back home the day of his 
wedding, as he gave the gift to his fiancée. She was admired and 
envied from all the young ladies of the island, whereupon they 
begin to imitate the lace of the wedding veil employing needle-
and-thread, thin and thinner, hoping to create an even more 
beautiful lace for their wedding dresses. 
 
For the creation of a lace more than five steps were necessary, 
which are still now made by five persons.  
 
Every lace maker was assigned to the step which she was good at 
(even if she knew all the stitches: there was ladies responsible for 

the designs, others for the neckline (the step in which the lace design is fixed on the fabric and paper 
layers) on which the first lace maker, after the fabric was attached to the lace pillow, performed the 
"punto Burano" (the stitch of Burano) on the whole drawing.  
 
Then the other lace makers carried out the 
"sbarri", the "punto rete" and in the end the relief 
which emphasized the trim size. The last thing to 
do was pinching the lace from the paper, cutting 
all the seams and all the superfluous yarns that 
were accurately removed by tweezers. 
 
Today there are still some older women making 
lace and selling it, but it is mostly for display (the 
same unfinished work, to show “how” it is made), 
and they do teach the art to new pupils.  Here too, 
as in Murano, most of the lace product on sale is 
made elsewhere (China, perhaps? Who knows…) 
 
I hope you understand that I’m not trying to ruin your honeymoon here, because after all I am 
recommending a visit to Burano, but just want to open your eyes as some crook might try to sell you 
imported laces at a very expensive price. 
 
I’m not a “lace expert” myself, by all means, and you can actually see firsthand how the true lace is 
made, visiting Burano’s “lace museum”, in Piazza Galuppi (just ask anyone: they all know where it 
is) where illustrative panels reveal the secrets of this skillful technique and its most common “points”, 
and also you’ll also be able to view skillful “lace maestros” at work. They are still today the 
guardians of an art that has been passed down from generation to generation. 
 
The museum is open 10 to 5 every day, admission cost I recall being 5 euro. 
 
Burano, a mere 11 km from Venice (little less than 7 miles), like Venice itself, could more correctly 
be called an archipelago, being made up of four islands linked by bridges. It is situated near Torcello 
at the northern end of the Lagoon, and is known for its lacework and brightly colored homes.  
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Originally, there were five islands and a 
fourth canal that was filled to become via e 
piazza Baldassare Galuppi, joining the 
former islands of San Martino Destra and 
San Martino Sinistra. 
 
At left, the antique well (you’ll see it as you 
arrive and start walking the “tourists path”. 
 
The island was probably settled by the 
Romans, and in the 6th century was 
occupied by people from Altino, who fled 
their city as barbarians (you know, the Huns 
and the like) were invading, and named it for 
one of the gates of their former city.  
 

Two stories are attributed to how the city obtained its name. One is that it was initially founded by the 
Buriana family, and another is that the first settlers of Burano came from the small island of 
Buranello, c. 8 km to the south.   
 
Although the island soon became a thriving settlement, it was administered from Torcello and had 
none of the privileges of that island or of Murano. It rose in importance only in the 16th century, 
when women on the island began making lace with needles, being introduced to such a trade via the 
Venetian-ruled island of Cyprus.  
 
When Leonardo da Vinci visited 
Cyprus in 1481, he visited the small 
town of Lefkara and purchased a 
cloth for the main altar of the Duomo 
di Milano.  
 
As I said, very few now make lace in 
the traditional manner as it is 
extremely time-consuming and 
therefore expensive. 
 
Burano is also known for its small, brightly painted houses, popular with artists. The colors of the 
houses follow a specific system originating from the golden age of its development; if someone 
wishes to paint their home, one must send a request to the government, who will respond by making 
notice of the certain colors permitted for that lot. 

The different colors of the houses, which today 
represent the island main feature, previously 
were useful to delimit properties.  
 
An ancient legend also narrates how fishermen 
painted their houses in bright colors, to be able 
to recognize them when they were out fishing 
in the lagoon. 
 
Other attractions, aside from the Museum of 
lace, include the Church of San Martino, with a 
leaning campanile (steeple) and a painting by 
Tiepolo (Crucifixion, 1727), the Oratorio di 
Santa Barbara. 
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I had lunch in Burano a few times, and in different places, not because I was impressed with the food, 
but always because it suited the traveling schedules.   This until last time I was there, when we 
decided to stop for lunch at the RIVA ROSA, in via San Mauro, 296 (easy to find: following the 
tourist mainstream traffic, at the end of a narrow “calle” filled with stores), tel. 041/730-850. 
 
We stopped there merely because of its fantastic location, and 
its inviting look, but without any expectation whatsoever.  
What a pleasant surprise it turned out!  The food was not just 
good, but excellent. True, I had vongole in guazzetto (clams in 
they own juice), which is a classic and hardly bad, but also had 
very good rice with seafood, my wife Naomi had fabulous 
scampi.  
 
They also have a nice wine selection, unpretentious and not too 
pricey. At right, the restaurant’s interior décor, below, the exterior. You will walk right past it on your 

way to the piazza and the main lace stores: Burano is a small 
island, no one can actually get lost there, as there is one 
passageway on its entire length.   
 
You probably noticed that I didn’t write anything about food 
in Venice. Sadly, I can’t honestly suggest a “good” restaurant 
in Venice. It would be good to know whom to recommend 
being reassured of the quality, but the truth is that, even those 
few restaurants where dining is a great experience, don’t last 
very long, as they get purchased and, sure enough, become a 
tourist trap, just like most of the others.  
 
I would LOVE to recommend a nice place where a couple can 
have a nice dinner, in the most romantic city in the world, and 
I’m not saying that is impossible to find a good restaurant in 
Venice… good luck, though! L 
 
A few hints: Grancevola, here considered a delicacy (it is sort 

of like an Alaskan King Crab, but in much smaller dimensions) doesn’t have much taste at all, 
especially because you’d be expecting the King Crab full flavor.  Raw shrimps and Scampi: not bad, 
but can be a disappointment if you are a Sushi aficionado and connoisseur.  
 
The Adriatic sea, being shallow and with a bottom 
mostly sandy (opposite of the Tyrrhenian sea), has fish 
with a subtle, very delicate taste (as a matter of fact, 
this area is not famous for the “Cioppino, or its French 
version Bouillabaisse, exactly because of this).  
 
Almost anywhere you can try the simple “vongole allo 
scoglio” or “in guazzetto”. Italian clams are much 
smaller than Cherrystone, and very flavorful. Rice with 
scampi is also fantastic.  Of course, you know that 
“scampi” are scampi, and shrimps are shrimps, and 
there isn’t such a thing as “shrimp-scampi”: it is either one or the other (as there isn’t a Catholic 
atheist J).   
 
In the USA, "scampi" is often the menu name for shrimp in Italian-American cuisine. The term 
"Scampi", by itself, is also the name of a dish of shrimp served in garlic butter and dry white wine, 
served either with bread, or over pasta.  
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The word "scampi” is often construed as that style of preparation, not an ingredient, hence the 
seemingly redundant "shrimp scampi" or the seemingly impossible "chicken scampi".  

 
"scampi" is an actual different animal. All this "prepared scampi 
style" stuff is made up. Yes, you can prepare a shrimp or prawn 
dish "scampi style" but that is NOT scampi. I'm shocked at those 
who claim to be trained chefs and yet they do not know this!  
Here at left, true SCAMPI, below are shrimps 
 
Of course, there also 
are several other 
types of crustaceans 
on Italian menus, 
some excellent fare, 
others not that 
impressive, as the 

already mentioned Grancevole (or Granceola), and the 
“Canocchie”, (photo below, at left raw by themselves, at 
right with shrimps) which still now, after having tried 
them countless times, fail to impress me. 

 
I knew I shouldn’t start 
writing about food at 
lunch time: I’m now 
starving! 
 
Wines to go with the 
Adriatic seafood: the 
wines from Friuli are 

the best, from the Sauvignon, which is my preferred overall, 
because of their mineral “flinty” peculiarity.  

 
As a matter of fact, I sometimes prefer Chardonnays with French and Italian Riviera somehow 
heavier seafood preparations.     OK, this confirms I’m the biggest digresser in the whole Universe. 
 
Don’t know much about Vicenza, but for two 
restaurants: “da Remo”, recently moved to 
Villa Cariolato, Strada di Bertesina 313 
(www.removillacariolato.it) (used to be in 
Localita` Cainperta), and the “Albergo-
Trattoria Benetti – via Roma 66, in 
Costabissara, near Vicenza.  In this last place 
you’ll have the best “bigoli con sugo di anatra”, 
that being a hand made thick spaghetti type, 
with a duck sauce to die for it.  I still sometime 
dream about it. 
 
Saturday, September 15 – Guess today 
Caserma Ederle will get someone’s visit… J  I 
read about this Military post, and the Sergeant missiles (with nuclear warheads!!!) – Then again, the 
Olympic Theater, from the 1500s, deserves a visit (it was the first indoor theater in Europe!), and then 
the Basilica designed by Palladio… as all the palazzos from Palladio. One beautiful building I recall 
is the Casa Pigafetta (above), built in 1440 (thus pre-Palladio) of an elaborated Gothic style.  Learned 
that this house was built by the Pigafetta, a Florentine Guelph family that had to flee to Vicenza. 
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Sunday, September 16 – You still have to decide where you’ll be staying tonight: Vicenza or 
Treviso? Having arrived here probably on last Friday evening (in order to accommodate a boat tour in 
Murano and Burano), you basically had only yesterday to visit the City, but if that turned out to be 
enough, then a visit to Treviso  for a day would be my suggestion, with two perfectly timed trains 
leaving Vicenza, one at 12:14, arrives in Treviso at 13:22, while the other leaves at 14:14 and arrives 
at 15:22. 

Here’s the map of 
Treviso’s walking 
itinerary from the train 
station (Treviso 
Centrale), and the B&B I 
recommend, the Relais 
San Nicolo’ (www.relais-
sannicolo.com/)  -  
 
It is only a walk of 800 
meters (about half a 
mile), or 900 meters if 
you want to stop at 
McDonald’s J -  
 
BTW, don’t EVER think 
of expecting good 
hamburgers at these 

Italian hamburger joints, even if they are McDonald’s or Burghy or whatever “American” name.  
Aside from the fact that their burghers really suck (never had a good one, while in others independent 
places hamburgers can be excellent), there is a charge if you want an extra squirt of mustard or 
anything!  Right, the Relais San Nicolo’ 
 
Treviso, the city of water and frescoed 
houses - is a very ancient small gem in 
the heart of the Veneto region.   
 
Its story is quite complicated: boiling 
down, it was first inhabited from the 
bronze age and by Celts, then 
conquered by Romans, later turned 
into a Signoria and a City-State, before 
passing under the Republic of Venice 
in the 1300s. 
 

It has been well known since the 
Middle Ages as the capital of 
the Marca gioiosa et amorosa – i.e. 
province of joy and love- for having 
been the center of a flourishing 
courtly love poetry and literature. 
 
Treviso is a relatively small town 
and its historic centre can be visited 
all by foot. You’ll be discovering its 
charm by yourself by walking around 
and breathing its atmosphere. 
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Places to see in Treviso (although you’d be finding everyone of them on your own): the main Square, 
called “Piazza dei Signori”, pictured here, the classic meeting place for whom wants to see other 
people (and also for whom wants to be seen), lined with bars, folks sipping a “Prosecco spritz” 
(favorite local drink, of which there are two 
versions: the “milder” one is made of 3 parts 
Prosecco, 1 part Aperol (an orange colored 
Italian mild aperitif), ice and dash of soda. 
Some make it half Aperol and half Prosecco.  
 
My favorite, though, is the original Spritz, 
which is a “Campari spritz”: start with a large 
goblet with ice in it, pour in one part of 
Prosecco, and two parts of Bitter Campari (the 
red Italian aperitif, quite strong, with which the 
famous aperitif “Negroni” is made of… beware 
of the Negroni!) and a slice of Orange.  Usually these drinks are served with lots of munchies. 
 
In this “piazza” you find interesting buildings, such as the Guelph crenellated Palazzo del Podesta` 
(medieval name for City Hall), and the Tower of the Comune (City Tower).  
 
Interestingly, at least for me, is that nobody, 
even among locals, pay attention to the fact 
that two buildings close to each other have a 
different crenellation: Guelph for the Palazzo 
del Trecento, and Ghibelline for the Tower! 
 
Not the first time I notice this in Italy. 
Marostica (a walled town you’ll want to visit, 
but on another tripJ), has two towers at the 
main entrance, one of which with Ghibellines 
crenellation, the other with a Guelph 
crenellation! Below, Marostica towersJ. 
 
Now, given the harshness between the two political factions, especially during those times, it is 
unconceivable that two building next to each other would represent both political stances. 

 
But there is an explanation: in Marostica, the tower 
with Guelph crenellation had been destroyed at the top 
during WWII bombing, and when they decided to 
rebuild it, to fix that ugly damage, the guy in charge of 
the workers didn’t even pay attention to such a detail, 
and had the crenellation made the easiest and cheapest 
way: with a square-top crenellation, instead of the dove-
tailed one!   
 
Now, after seeing old pictures of Treviso (as the one 
above), I think that some simpleminded work of 

restoration has been done here too…   It would be as if Chuck Schumer and Nancy Pelosi were 
suddenly embracing Trump, with Maxine Waters commissioning his portrait to be hung in her 
livingroom! 
Treviso is not just Piazza dei Signori, as you’ll find out walking around: one of my favorite places is 
the “pescheria”, or fish market, but Just behind Piazza dei Signori lies Piazza Monte di Pietà .You 
can go there passing under the picturesque portico named Sottoportico dei Soffioni, so called for the 
wind always blowing across it.  Almost forgot: via Canoniche (parking) also have antique mosaics. 
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Not far from the Cathedral there is via Roggia, a street lined with porticoes and sided with a 
picturesque canal. Enter the back alleys, and do not miss the cobblestoned via del Gallo for a breath 
of the Middle Ages: there aren’t any noble palaces but houses belonging to lower classes during the 
medieval times. 
 
Via Roggia: in the middle ages, people used to 
paint their houses not only to embellish, but 
also to show the trade of who was living in 
 
The red house on the left belonged to the 
executioner of the city. Today it's still possible 
to see two painted hatchets, over the arch and 
under the windows of first floor. This house is 
about 500 years old. 
 
Pictured below, Canale Buranelli towards 
“Portego scuro”, the old Jewish ghetto. Venice, 
as well as other cities in this Region had a 
thriving Jewish community. 

Before I forget: aside from taking a walk along via 
Roggia, see if you find the Church of San Nicolo’ 
(accent on the last o), and don’t forget to go inside, 
where you’ll find the “annunciation” by Titian 
(painted around 1520), who’s house in Pieve di 
Cadore you might want to visit when staying at 
Angelo’s B&B in the Dolomites. 
 
The “pescheria” or fish market area is my favorite 
part of Treviso as far as life watching and living: 
set on an island within the City, it is surrounded by 
“osteria” (Italian pubs/wineries) and few eateries, 
and has two ancient watermills nearby. 
 

 
Now, if you stayed in 
Vicenza, there would 
be a train at 9:26 AM 
that would take you 
to Venezia-Mestre 
train Station, from 
where a short walk 
takes you to the 
FlixBus station for 
the final leg, arriving 
at Tai di Cadore at 
12:30 PM, as per map 
at right. 
 
Otherwise, if you overnight in Treviso, tomorrow morning there is a train that leaves at 9:35 and 
arrives in Belluno at 11:15, short walk again, and at the Bus station you’d take the Bus # 009 that 
leaves at 11:30 and arrives at Piazzale Dolomiti in Tai di Cadore (near Villa Marinotti: less than a 
quarter mile).  I believe I already gave you the internet coordinates but, just in case, here they are 
again: e-mail villa.marinotti@libero.it, website: www.villamarinotti.com – land line (+39) 
0435/32231, Angelo’s cell phone number: (+39) 328/968-2924 – he does speak English. 
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Monday, September 17 - Breakfast is served in 
the basement, and although it usually caters to 
Italians (cappuccino, yoghurt, fruits, milk and 
cereals, cookies and cakes, bread and ham & 
cheese…) you can ask Nadia for eggs and bacon, 
should you want it.  
 
Angelo will let you use his loaner waders, and 
then take you fishing where’s best at the moment. 
 
The only problem that could eventually happen, as 
Angelo mentioned to me, is if you don’t find 
fitting waders: in that case Angelo would then 
“rent” to you brand new waders he normally sells.  
I printed this so you can have him read it, in case 
he forgot… as I’m getting older, him too is not 

getting any younger J.  Above, Villa Marinotti B&B 
 
As you well know, fishing plans are never chiseled in stone, and different than usual situation might 
occur, triggering consequential changes. That said, the today’s plan is still for Angelo to take you 
fishing, unless he has to be in Milan for a certain medical procedure that he reserved and HAS to 
have (but they couldn’t pinpoint the exact date). In that case Marco will be your guide (he is 
excellent). 
 
Your Italian fishing license will be ready 
when you arrive at Villa Marinotti (Angelo 
paid the 15 euro in advance), but for obvious 
reasons the local daily fishing permits (they 
average at about 15 euro per half day), must 
be purchased at the moment, where and on 
the day they are used, unless one goes 
fishing public waters. 
 
He might as well take you to some of his 
secret spots on the “free fishing” sections of 
the Piave, where the fishing can be excellent 
and it cost nothing!   
 
I only fish once in one of these spots, don’t 
even remember where I was, and I think he wouldn’t take me back there (or take any other Italian, for 

that matter). 
This 20 inches brown was caught near or at the 
estuary of one of the Piave River smaller 
tributary. Which one? Why don’t you personally 
ask Angelo J 
 
At left, famous painter Titian house (his Italian 
name is Tiziano Vecellio) where he was born, 
in 1488 or 1490. Ask Angelo to call a Taxi for 
you to go visit it, very interesting. 
 
Whatever you do, it will be pleasant, as the 
majestic view of the surrounding Dolomites is 
stunning. 
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Angelo, here at left with a nice marbled trout, is 
the expert of this region. Angelo does not need to 
be a fly fishing guide to make a living. As a 
matter of fact, he probably wouldn't even need 
working to make a living: his family (of which 
apparently he is the only heir), has several 
buildings between Sappada and Cortina and 
Milan (some of which are rentals), and other 
country places...  
 
Well the only reason why he does it is the strong 
PASSION he has for fly fishing. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

At right, with a hefty rainbow.  Rainbow trout have 
been introduced here in Europe, just like brown trout 
has been introduced in the US (I believe in the 1880s), 
but, while the planting of the brown trout in the US 
was done wisely, selecting the best possible stock 
(between German and Scottish stock), here in Italy 
folks didn't want any "trout imports" so to speak, so, 
initially there were only farm raised rainbow trout only for the alimentary market. 
 

Then, frustrated for not havin fish, someone sneaked 
some of these rainbow fingerlings in their home 
stream. "They are sterile, they will not reproduce 
anyway".    
 
So much so that now there are several streams in Italy 
containing self reproducing rainbow trout, and from a 
bad gene they seem to be doing quite well in the wild (I 
caught some little beauty myself), even though they 
don't easily grow large. 
 
That is not because they can't, but because Catch & 
Release here has not yet convinced the majority, and 
there still are too many who likes to keep everything 

they catch..  
 
Well, between several beautiful gem-like lakes and pretty streams, Angelo will probably be able to 
take you to fish marbled trout, or grayling, and maybe could even set up a brief excursion into 
neighboring Austria (about 30 to 45 minutes away by car) if you'd like. 
 
I did fish in Austria once with Angelo, on a very pretty stream on a mountainside. He told me that, as 
a kid, he was flirting with this local girl...  »she must have been pretty« I said. »nope«, he replied, 
»she was the daughter of the stream manager«    
 
How do I know Angelo loves Nadia? Because she has no interest in fly fishing, and has no fishing 
connections J -  Above, a couple of cliennts on a lunch break with Angelo. 
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Where to go for dinner: so far, my favorite restaurant in the area is Ra Stua, via Grohmann 2, 32043 
Cortina, (tel. 0436/868-341), only 30 km away, but 40 minutes drive by taxi (half an hour if you’re 
lucky).  It is also the oldest restaurant in Cortina d’Ampezzo.  I suggest it for lunch, if you go to 
Cortina. A fine establishment is also Acero Rosso (Red Maple), via Ruvignan 1, 32040 Vado di 
Cadore (0435/489-653 
 
Closer to home,  a restaurant that is pretty good (reasonably good, that is) and closer than Ra Stua is 
“Il Portico” , via Rusecco 43, Valle di Cadore (tel. 0435/30997): towards Cortina, and 2 km from Tai 
di Cadore you’ll find it on the left. 

But things do constantly change up there 
in the mountains, so ask Nadia and Angelo 
if something new came onto the scene and 
I don’t know it.  Some local folks  
recommended a “trattoria” (meaning 
“country style” eatery), called Ski Bar, at 
almost walking distance (well, about half 
a mile), but I was never able to eat there, 
as when I tried they were always closed, 
once even when they were supposed to be 
open (at least, accordingly to their own 
schedule on the door).   
 
Later I found out that, since there were no 
reservations, they just didn’t even bother 
opening, and then found out the owner-
waiter also has a bat attitude, especially 

with foreigner, so, there you have it: one place to avoid for sure! 
 
But where ever you end up dining, you’ll have a nice experience, and I do encourage you to try local 
favorites, such as the “pastin”, made of sausage cooked with white wine and herbs, usually served 
with “polenta” (corn meal mush, or “grits”, Italian style) then among my favorites, the “casunziei”, a 
type of ravioli stuffed with red beet and potato, as pictured above, or the classic “canederli”, 
vegetable and breadcrumbs (sort of like matzo-ball) –  
 
They have some fine cheeses here too, the best two being the “malga” or the “montasio”, which they 
melt or fry in a pan with butter, creating this “frico”, which they pour over polenta, or steamed 
potato pieces, reminiscent of the Swiss “raclette” (albeit not as tasty, being much milder flavor). 
Outstanding recipes based on wild game/venison are also available at fine restaurants. 
 
Tuesday, September 18 – Not sure about what you might do today, as you might still go out fishing 
once more, or just relax and hike the area around Villa Marinotti (I was there once in early 
September, and went mushroom hunting just up the hill!). Below, Angelo with a nice catch. 

 
Frank and Patti Foster will arrive at Villa 
Marinotti this afternoon.  They will come there 
straight after staying here at Villa fiori, but 
after a stop in Treviso for a brief visit, to take 
a break from all the driving (4.5 hours). 
 
Frank wrote to me that he was excited at the 
idea of meeting you. He has a rental car, so 
you could go anywhere.  
 
I’m sure Angelo and Nadia would be happy to 
call and make reservations for you. 
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Wednesday, September 19 – The FlixBus leaves Piazzale Dolomiti at 7:36 AM (ouch!), arriving in 
Verona at 10:50 – From there you’d take the train (a 350 meter walk, about 5 minutes the most) that 
leaves at 11:10 and arrives at COLOMBARE – CIMITERO at 12:07 –  
 
From there, even though the distance to 
Sirmione is only a little over half a mile, I’d 
suggest you take a taxi to the Hotel you 
chose. 
 
Sirmione has been settled since the Stone 
Age, with early finds showing that it was 
probably a small village of fishermen living 
in houses on stilts on the banks of Lake 
Garda. 
 
Its strategic position near the southeastern 
"corner" of the lake and the defensive 
qualities of the peninsula meant that it was 
of military importance over the years. But the beauty of the setting also meant that it was - and still is - 
a popular place for people to visit. 

 
Rich Romans, for example, built holiday villas on the end of the peninsula, of which one still exists” 
the Catullo Caves, or “Grotto di Catullo”, as they call it here, as shown at the tip of the peninsula, in 
this aerial photo taken from N/NW… 

The "Grotto of Catullus" on the end of 
the Sirmione peninsula (as seen on the 
picture here) is a bit of a misnomer as 
it is neither a grotto nor - contrary to 
what some tourist blurbs would have 
you believe - did the Roman poet 
Catullus ever live there. It was 
originally termed a "grotto" in 
reference to the run-down and 
collapsed walls. As far as the history 
goes, Catullus lived before this 
building ever existed (although his 
family did own a villa here).  

 
The villa itself is a three-story building from around 
150AD (Catullus died in 54BC) and the main sights to be 
seen are the supports for what was once a patrician villa 
for a rich (very rich indeed) family. There is a small 
museum at the entrance.  
 
As an important strategic point, Sirmione was continually 
engulfed in the turbulent history of northern Italy, whether 
it was through the waves of invasions following the fall of 
the Roman Empire, the expansion of the Lombards, or the 
intricate struggles between the Guelphs and the 
Ghibellines in the Middle Ages (as already explained, 
essentially between a political grouping supporting the 
Pope and one supporting the Emperor, and most often 
than not it was a simple matter of rivalry between cities). 
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Those last struggles bequeathed Sirmione its major landmark, the Scaliger Castle (or, to give it its 
proper name, the "Rocca Scaligera), a fortification, surrounded by water, that was built near the end of 
the 12th century as part of a defensive network surrounding Verona.  
 
Although the struggles between the Ghibellines and Guelphs featured largely in the history, one of the 
military adventures onto the peninsula was to wipe out the population of Sirmione, who were heretic 
Cathars and several of whom were subsequently burned at the stake in the Arena in Verona.  
 
Catharism was an important spiritual power of Christianity.  It was spread throughout Europe in the 
twelfth century, but quickly condemned as a heretic by the Catholic Church. To eliminate this 
religious movement the Church used, without scruple, the so-called Court of the 'Inquisition run by a 
religious order, the Dominicans, to refute the charge of Cathars doctrines.   Previous page: painting of 
a group of Cathars taken away, 1272. 
 
It was even organized a crusade against Catharism, which resulted in many bloody massacres in the 
south of France and Italy. The origin of the name Cathars is Greek (Catharsis, purification); members 

of this religious movement considered themselves 
The Purest.  Pure of heart as representatives of a free 
love, unconditional, separated from material world, 
in direct contact with God.  Wonder if they smoked 
something… 
 
It seems that the followers of Catharism had the gift 
of healing, thanks to their knowledge of herbal 
medicine. Due to their ideas and their conduct they 
were really appreciated by the people, consequently 
accused of magic and harshly persecuted by the 
Inquisition.  
 
On November, 11, 1276 the last 166 Cathars, 

(escaped from the massacres from all over Europe) who found refuge in Sirmione, were arrested with 
a military expedition, led by the captain of the people of Mantua and Alberto della Scala (lords of 
Ferrara), both of them committed to obtain papal favors. 
 
The castle was maintained and extended first as part of the Veronese protection against their rivals in 
Milan and later under the control of the Venetian inland empire. After another fortification was built at 
nearby Peschiera (now called Peschiera del Garda), the castle lost its importance and was used as a 
storage depot. It was taken into government ownership at the start of the 20th century. 
 
From the fall of the Venetian Republic in the days of 
Napoleon, the inhabitants of Sirmione enjoyed a less 
eventful life and were able to concentrate more on the 
fruit orchards and olive groves on land and the 
fisheries in the lake. 
 
The modern-day concentration on tourism was helped 
along by the efforts of a diver who, at the end of the 
19th century, managed to insert a metal pipe into a 
rock near the hot-water springs close to the northern 
end of the peninsula and thus bring the water to land 
for the first time since the Romans.  
On the priors page you see the entrance to the village, through its own draw bridge, while here above 
you see the castle’s own draw bridge, as they were independent.  At right, the Roman Villa, as you 
would see it on a late afternoon. 
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Thursday, September 20 – You’ll have the whole morning, and part of the afternoon, to enjoy 
Sirmione.  The two best trains to reach Milano Centrale would be either the 4:23 PM, arriving there at 
5:15PM , or the one that leaves at 
17:23, arriving at 18:15, as per 
timetable here. 
 
These trains deopart from 
Desenzano del Garda, a few 
minutes taxi ride from Sirmione. 
 
Once at Milano Centrale all you’d 
have to do is walk down the steps 
to the same Shuttle Bus area where 
you arrived about two weeks ago, 
and go to Malpensa, as you already 
paid for the fare when you first 
came, buying the RT tickets. 
 
Even if you don’t make the 6:30 
PM, don’t worry, as there is a bus 
every 20 minutes. 
 
Almost there, once arrived at the Malpensa Airport, you must now call the Hotel you reserved, so they 
can come to pick you up. 
 
 

~ 
 
 

I did my best, and while I cannot take credit for the food, scenery, or Angelo and Nadia’s 
graciousness (though I do credit myself for choosing him), I would like to hear your honest 
comments: compliments are certainly appreciated, but it is especially constructive criticism that 
allows me to improve and, hopefully be of service again, organizing your next 

claudio tagini 


